Cell fate transitions are fundamental processes in the ontogeny of multicellular organisms 1 and aberrations can generate pathologies 2 . Cell fate acquisition is a highly complex phenomenon which involves a plethora of intrinsic and extrinsic instructive signals that direct the lineage progression of pluripotent cells. Previously, we defined the dynamic gene regulatory networks underlying neuronal differentiation induced by the morphogen all-trans retinoic acid (RA) 3 . Here we reveal the signal-propagating role of the chromatin interactome in the commitment and propagation of the initiating signal in early neurogenesis by reconstructing dynamic loop-enhanced Gene Regulatory Networks (eGRNs) that integrate transcriptome, chromatin accessibility and long-range chromatin interactions in a temporal dimension. We observe a highly dynamic re-wiring of chromatin interactions already at very early stages of neuronal differentiation. Longrange chromatin interactions are massively reorganized; only 30% of the initial interactome is conserved through cell differentiation, while new interactions are established already 6 hours after induction of neurogenesis. By integration of chromatin interactions together with temporal epigenome and transcriptome data, we identify a group of key regulatory elements that respond to and propagate the initial signal. Our data reveal an enormous capacity of the morphogen to reorganize long-range chromatin interactions by "reading" distant epigenetic signals and chromatin accessibility to drive cell fate acquisition. These results suggest that the differential establishment of chromatin contacts directs the acquisition of cell fate.
To understand the molecular mechanisms by which cell fate decision signals are propagated in neuronal cell fate induction by all-trans retinoic act (RA) and to predict its key response regulators/enhancers, we developed an integrative regulatory network approach that combines i) temporal transcriptome data for RA-induced neurogenesis mouse stem cells using the P19 system 3 , ii) transcription factor-target gene (TF-TG) relationships, recovered from the CellNet 4 platform, iii) TF binding sites from TF-targeted ChIP-seq data present in the public domain, extracted from the qcGenomics 5 collection that contains >8,000 TF-targeted mouse ChIP-seq data sets for >600 TFs, iv) temporal data of accessible regulatory elements from FAIRE-seq analysis 3 and v) chromatin architecture dynamics evaluated by HiC 6 (for details see Methods).
Examination of the higher-order chromatin structure at sub-chromosomal scale showed moderate reorganization with the majority of topologically-associated domain (TAD) borders maintained ( Fig. 1a ), in agreement with previous studies reporting largely cell-invariant TADs [7] [8] [9] . However, while overall TAD sizes remained largely constant (Extended Data Fig.   1a ), we observed the reorganization of 40% of TADs ( Fig. 1a , b left panel). Moreover, numerous chromatin structure changes became apparent when we followed the fate of all reproducibly identified loops individually ( Fig. 1b right panel, c) . Interestingly, during neuronal differentiation of P19, the fraction of long-range interactions increases (Extended Data Fig. 1b ). Thus, a subset of TADs undergoes concerted, domain-wide rearrangements together with internal changes of interaction frequencies and internal contact rearrangements as an early response to the morphogen.
Monitoring the dynamics of long-range chromatin loops emanating from the promoters of differentially expressed genes (DEGs), we observed a massive dynamic reorganization of these interactions during P19 cell differentiation. Indeed, only 32% of the initial pool of DEG promoter-associated loops pre-existed before RA treatment and were maintained, while 15, 879 loops were newly formed, in part transiently, during the first 48h of treatment ( Fig. 1d) . Thus, at the 48h time point about the same amount of DEG loops (16, 410) exist as before RAtreatment (16, 911) but the large majority has been dynamically remodelled.
To comprehensively map the cell fate decision processes controlled by chromatin reorganization and epigenome changes, we matched experimentally identified TF (ChIP-seq) binding sites that display 'open' chromatin (FAIRE-seq) in P19 cells within promoterinteracting regions (PIRs) of long-range chromatin loops emanating from the promoters of DEGs. We complemented these interactions with TF-TG associations involving DEGs ( Fig.   2a ). Using this approach, we reconstructed a loop-enhanced GRN (eGRN) and identified longrange chromatin interactions of DEG promoters with enhancers and the cognate TF(s) involved in the regulation of DEGs through chromatin interaction.
To establish the temporal evolution of neurogenesis-relevant gene-regulatory information we used TETRAMER 3 (www.ngs-qc.org/qcgenomics). This computational approach evaluates the coherence of TF-TG relationships with the temporal evolution of transcription activation 3 , purging irrelevant cell type-restricted information imported from the CellNet database and chromatin interactions that serve structural rather than signalling roles. At the same time, it evaluates the ability of the reconstructed eGRN to reconstitute the temporal transcriptional regulatory cascade resulting in the acquisition of a neuronal cell fate by evaluating the capacity of every node to induce the cell-fate specific programs.
The reconstructed eGRN revealed temporally evolving regulatory landscapes underlying RAinduced neuronal cell differentiation initiated by RA binding to RAR-RXR retinoid receptor heterodimers 10 . Signal propagation from the activated RAR-RXRa towards the final phenotype gave rise to an eGRN comprising 2,548 nodes and PIRs and 10,858 edges, which acted as direct mediators linking TFs and cognate DEGs; many of these involved critical long-range chromatin interactions ( Fig. 2b ; Supplementary Information File 1).
Importantly, this analysis predicted many previously discovered drivers of neurogenesis as key TFs, validating the accuracy of the integrative method 3, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In addition to key TFs, this approach enables the identification of PIRs/enhancers that are crucial for propagating the transcription regulatory cascades towards neurogenesis ( Fig. 3 ). This is due to their association with master TFs, supporting a model in which master TFs act through long-range chromatin interactions. In addition, TETRAMER-based analysis of the reconstructed eGRN divided signal propagating enhancers in 2 groups -those with high yield of final phenotype reconstitution and high signal propagation (>91%) and those with very low (<2%) propagation efficacy. Notably, there are many more of such low efficacy "supportive" than "key" enhancers. This suggests a concept of "driver" enhancers governing the expression of crucial TFs through looping whose action can be supported by "supportive enhancers" (Fig. 2b) .
Potentially, the action of low efficacy supportive enhancers could, at least partially, compensate for the absence of a key regulator, which mediates the action of a critical TF through chromatin looping, in case of failure (e.g., due to a mutation). Alternatively, the very high numbers of loops between DEG promoters and "supportive enhancers" and their enormous dynamics and combinatorial potential invite speculations about a possible role in the adaptive evolution of this system in the absence of any mutational burden.
Several examples of propagation of the initial RA signal through key TFs and enhancers looping towards DEGs, as predicted from the reconstructed eGRN, are illustrated in Figure 3 and described below. In particular, RA induces TAL2 and GBX2 expression ( Fig. 3a , Supplementary Information File 2), which is essential for midbrain neurogenesis 11, 12 ; both factors have been shown in our previous study to act as master regulators of neuronal cell fate acquisition 3 . Together, through CellNet-predicted association, they activate their target gene Meis1, which controls the neurogenic cascade 13 . MEIS1 in turn binds to regulatory regions on chromosome 2 according to publicly available ChIP-seq experiments performed in P19 cells ( Fig. 3b , binding sites marked by arrows). Notably, these regulatory elements become accessible (as seen from FAIRE-seq) only at 48h after RA treatment and MEIS1 binds these regions at the same time point. In turn, these MEIS1-bound regulatory elements interact through looping with the Pax6 promoter region, which encodes one of key TFs involved in the development of neural tissues 14 Similarly, through a complex cascade of regulatory events, RA activates expression of ASCL1 ( Fig. 3c ), a TF well-known to be essential for neurogenesis 15 . ASCL1 binds to a range of regulatory elements in neuronal progenitor cells ( Fig. 3d ) on different chromosomes 18 , propagating the signal towards its target genes Dbx1, Sox11 and Foxp2, all involved in neuronal fate specification [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] We have previously predicted and validated DMRT1 as a key factor involved in retinoidinduced neurogenesis 3 . Here, using the eGRN-based signal propagation we predict that DMRT1 propagates the RA signal via loop formation to upregulate Mafb expression ( Fig In order to verify whether these chromatin structure dynamics is specific to neurogenesis cell fate acquisition, we conducted the same integrative studies for the differently committed ES- Figures 3a, 3b ). Overall, these observations suggest that (i) the chromatin structure encodes cell fate-specific information and (ii) its reorganization is crucial for proper signal propagation and cell lineage progression.
In summary, we have reconstructed an eGRN for neuronal cell fate acquisition that reveals the connectivity between TFs, regulatory elements and target genes, integrating the information transfer through critical large distance chromatin interactions. Moreover, we provide a map of key drivers of early neurogenesis, whose connectivity and contribution to the signal propagation can be easily explored via Cytoscape. We also provide a method for a comprehensive integrative analysis of multi-scale data for the discovery of key driver genes and enhancers and describe the large class of "supportive" enhancers, which may contribute to response robustness and/or adaptive evolution. Our approach is a powerful integrative analysis that can be applied to any cell model or process for the discovery of key regulatory nodes crucial for dynamic physiological or pathological processes.
METHODS

Cell culture. F9 cells were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM)
supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) and 4.5 g/l glucose; P19 cells were grown in DMEM supplemented with 1 g/l glucose, 5% FCS and 5% delipidated FCS. Both media contained 40 µg/ml Gentamicin. F9 or P19 EC cells were cultured in monolayer on gelatinecoated culture plates (0.1%). For cell differentiation assays, RA was added to plates to a final concentration of 1µM for different exposure times.
Transcriptome and Epigenome assays. We have previously described the data on transcriptome dynamics and chromatin immunoprecipitation assays 3 ; they are available from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (GSE68291). ChIP-seq profiles for MEIS1, ASCL1 and MAFB are accessible from GEO (GSM2188919, GSM2188920, GSM2188924, GSM1187228 and GSM1964739).
HiC experiments. Chromatin organization has been assessed by HiC 6 . The original HiC protocol has been improved, increasing the ligation yields and modifying the steps that favour HiC data processing. Raw paired-end sequencing reads were mapped against the mouse genome (mm9) with Bowtie2. Low quality reads (MAPQ<=10), PCR duplicates and interactions falling within the same restriction fragment were filtered out. Hi-C contact maps were constructed at 5 kb resolution, then normalized by matrix balancing using the ICE algorithm. Importantly, to avoid the contamination of the downstream analysis by overnormalized interactions, the cut-off for the extremely low and high occupancy bins has been adjusted individually for each sample, instead of using fixed thresholds proposed in the ICE method. To define the upper and lower outliers cut-off, we evaluated the distribution of total counts per bin and applied the modified z-score (outliers > 3.5) to fix the upper cut-off and the first local minima to define the lower cut-off (Extended Data Fig. 5a, b ). Statistically significant interactions were identified by Fit-Hi-C 24 . To define reproducible interactions between biological replicates we used sdef 25 R package. Only interactions that appear in both biological replicates, pass the cut-off defined by sdef and have a normalized count greater than or equal to 3 in both replicates were considered as significant and have been used for further integrative analysis and GRN reconstruction.
Chromatin structure, epigenome and transcriptome integration.
We have associated openchromatin regions -defined by FAIRE-seq assay -to the promoter-associated distal GAPs.
FAIRE localization sites were then compared with a comprehensive collection of TF ChIP-seq assays retrieved from the public domain 5 . Note that the TF collection in use in this study includes a large number of datasets in addition to those provided by the ENCODE consortium; thus, our analysis is a comprehensive comparative study not only because of the large number of datasets used but also with respect to the diversity of the cellular systems considered.
Transcriptome, RXR binding sites from ChIP-seq, TF annotations from public datasets and HiC long-range chromatin interactions were integrated and visualized using the Cytoscape platform (version 2.8.3). The signal propagation was performed multiple times using TETRAMER tool 3 and a randomized network approach as control. (Fig. 1a) , while chromatin interactions tend to span longer distances (Fig. 1b) . (Fig. 3a). Fig. 3b shows an example of TAD and inner TAD structure differences in non-differentiated cell lineages. Fig. 4a) and F9 (Fig. 4b) samples are shown. 
